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Director’s Statement
The Brinton Museum

It is with great enthusiasm that The Brinton Museum undertook the 
curation of this exhibition of Everett Raymond Kinstler’s work, and we were honored 
to have had the artist’s full cooperation during the project. Many of you know Everett 
Raymond Kinstler as one of, if not the, preeminent portrait painter in America, a status 
earned since he embarked upon this portion of his illustrious career back in the latter 
half of the 1950s. 

A few of you may also know and revere him for his illustration work produced for 
comics, the pulps and various magazines during the late 40s and into the mid-50s. 
Ray is that guy who illustrated The Shadow as well as Zorro, and to many of us the 
work created during that period of his career in itself makes him a celebrated figure in 
American Art. His career has indeed been comprised of Journeys West And Beyond 
for he has depicted people real and imagined who have all had a hand in shaping the 
grand and diverse vision that is the American West and its place in America and the 
world.

In closing I want to thank Forrest E. Mars, Jr. who made this exhibition a reality by 
agreeing to introduce me to Ray, so that we could all embark upon this artistic trek 
together.

Kenneth L. Schuster
Director & Chief Curator
The Brinton Museum

Everett Raymond Kinstler is a native New Yorker who began his career at age sixteen drawing comic books 
and illustrating for magazines.  Ultimately Kinstler established himself as one of the nation’s foremost 
portrait painters.

Among Kinstler’s more than 1500 portraits are personalities Tony Bennett, Carol Burnett, James Cagney, 
Katharine Hepburn, Mary Tyler Moore, Paul Newman, Peter O’ Toole, Gregory Peck, Christopher Plummer, 
and John Wayne.  Others who have posed for him include government officials such as Supreme Court 
Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Harry Blackmun; U.S. Senators Bob Dole and Daniel Patrick Moynihan; 
four U.S. Secretaries of State; ten state governors; business leaders including John D. Rockefeller lll and 
Donald Trump; writers Arthur Miller, Ayn Rand, Tennessee Williams, and Tom Wolfe; astronauts 
Alan Shepard and Scott Carpenter; and presidents of universities and colleges including Brown, Chicago, 
Dartmouth, Harvard, NYU, Oklahoma, Princeton, Williams, and Yale.

Seven U.S. Presidents have posed for him: Richard Nixon, Gerald R. Ford, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, 
George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton, and George W. Bush, and two first ladies, Lady Bird Johnson and 
Betty Ford.  His portraits of Ford and Reagan are the official White House portraits.  Kinstler has painted 
over sixty U.S. Cabinet officers, more than any artist in the country’s history.

The National Portrait Gallery Smithsonian owns more than one hundred of his works, and awarded him 
the Copley Medal, its highest honor.  In 2005 a documentary on his career was featured on PBS.

Recently he has had retrospective exhibitions at the Museum of the City of New York; The Norman 
Rockwell Museum, Massachusetts; The Butler Museum of American Art, Ohio; Bellarmine Museum, 
Connecticut; The National Arts Club, New York City; and Boston University, Massachusetts.

Kinstler with President and Mrs. Reagan in Kinstler’s studio 
with the White House portrait of the President

Artist’s Biography

Nancy Reagan and 
Katharine Hepburn 
were old 
friends.  This 
letter to Miss 
Hepburn refers 
to a Hepburn 
portrait in my 
studio and Mrs. 
Reagan’s reaction 
to my portrait of her 
husband.
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Journeys West And Beyond
Everett Raymond Kinstler 

and the Personality of the American West

 Everett Raymond Kinstler is a household name, even if you have never heard of 
him.  In his long career, Ray (as I have come to know him working on this exhibition) 
has not only painted the portraits of countless American icons, but his early work as an 
illustrator was incredibly influential in forming the American popular imagination of the 
mid-twentieth century.  Kinstler’s work for dime novels and comic books changed the 
way we, as a nation, pictured the American West, the outer space of science fiction, and 
the pervasive hero and villain tropes in popular culture.  Kinstler’s portraits, similarly, 
shape our perception and understanding of figures who are equally instrumental in 
the creation of our national identity, including presidents, astronauts, actors, artists, 
musicians, and prominent businesspeople.  Perpetually in tune with the pulse of the 
popular, Kinstler’s work not only represents a storied career (one in which he is still 
producing) but also has a notable impact on the formation of the popular itself.  This is 
perhaps most evident in his work on Western subjects, evidenced in Journeys West And 
Beyond.
 Throughout his career, Kinstler has secured a place as one of America’s most 
successful portraitists, no small feat in an age that is increasingly photographic and 
digital.  Kinstler’s portraits go far beyond producing a likeness of his sitters; his process 
is more personal and intimate.  While he does photograph and sketch his subjects, 
one of his most important methods involves conversation.  Considerable time is spent 
between the artist and his sitters before a brush ever touches canvas.  Anyone who 
has met Kinstler knows he has a penchant for storytelling, opening up to his audience 
in a way that puts them at ease and encourages portrait sitters to share in turn.  He 
knows his subjects in ways other artists, or the camera, cannot; his portraits present this 
familiarity.  Kinstler is not just painting people, but personalities and relationships as 
well.

Director’s Statement
Booth Western Art Museum 

It seems the word legend has been so overused in referring to celebrities or athletes that 
its meaning has been watered down.  Make no mistake; Everett Raymond Kinstler is an 
art world legend who has established his legacy painting other legends in fields ranging 
from music to literature and politics to business and beyond.  His tutelage included 
time at New York’s famed Art Students League, where he later taught.  Kinstler is one 
of the last remaining artists whose professional associations stretch back to some of the 
greatest illustrators America has ever produced. 
 
The core of the Booth Western Art Museum permanent collection is made up of work 
by illustrators who became fine artists in their later careers.  Within this context we are 
excited to focus on the Western related works of Ray Kinstler, from his pulp magazine 
covers to his portraits of Western movie stars, artists and collectors.  Drawn from his 
career, covering over 60 years and including nearly 40 works, Everett Raymond Kinstler: 
Journeys West And Beyond running July 21 through October 2, 2016 at the Booth 
Museum is sure to be popular with guests of all ages.  Best of all, visitors will have a 
chance to meet a living legend when he visits the Booth Museum September 15-16, 
2016.
 
Seth Hopkins, Executive Director
Booth Western Art Museum
Cartersville, GA
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 Journeys West And Beyond does not only present images of individual 
personalities like John Wayne or Roy Rogers, but rather the personality of a region and 
its place in the American imagination.  Kinstler’s Western illustrations from the 1940s 
and 1950s helped shape the identity and the romance of the American cowboy.  In the 
same way he demonstrates an understanding of the character of his sitters, Kinstler’s 
engagement with the American West captures its identity.  His covers for Western novels 
are exemplary of this, containing as much action as a comic page and describing an 
entire narrative within one image.  Kinstler’s comics and pulp illustrations present the 
West as most Americans imagine and want it to be, a wide open space of gun-slinging 
cowboys personifying the American free spirit.
 The West, of course, is much more than a symbolic land of wildness and 
cowboys.  And while this vision still exists in the popular imagination, Kinstler 
understands the more complex reality of the region’s character.  His portraits of figures 
from John Wayne to Senator Alan Simpson demonstrate this complexity.  While the 
abstract spirit of the West may be embodied by the icon of the Hollywood cowboy, the 
lived experience of these places is more similar to the banalities of everyday America, 
save for the inklings of a specifically Western paradigm and the important historical 
meanings they connote.  In Kinstler’s portraits, this essence is demonstrated through 
details: Ronald Reagan’s denim jacket and the saddle he leans on, or the marble horse 
sculpture charging behind Senator Simpson.  While nuanced, these elements present 
the character of the West as a testament to the position and politics of these important 
figures. The West is a potent symbol, whether demonstrated overtly in Kinstler’s comic 
illustrations, or more subtly in his landscapes and portraiture.
   The West, as an abstract, is an incredibly important force in the cultural 
imagination of the United States.  Journeys West And Beyond represents the 
significance of the work of artists like Kinstler in the formation of this symbol.  While 
the historical actualities of the West informed depictions of it, the popular imagery is 
also embodied in the identity of the region.  Kinstler’s work is important not only for 
understanding the representation of the West, but the significance of this representation 
in American culture and history.

Jessie Landau
Associate Curator
PhD. Student, Art History, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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”Shooting a Path of Lead”
Jesse James Avon Comic Book   pen, brush & ink   19” x 13½”  1952

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum 
Gift of Everett Raymond Kinstler

Fifteen Western Tales
First cover illustration (pulp magazine)   40” x 30”  circa 1947

Gicleé on canvas reproduction
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”The Wrong Guess”   16⅝”  x 15”  1955 ”Trouble Town”   28” x 22”  1956
”Dodge City Justice”   10⅜” x 13⅝”  1956

Facing page is a detail of ”Trouble Town”
all pen, brush & ink

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum, Gifts of Everett Raymond Kinstler
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Avon Publications   16” x 5”   1954
pen, brush & ink

Collection of the artist
Double-page illustration    Dime Western      pen, brush & ink    19” x 30”   1947

Collection of the artist
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”Sheriff”
Cover Avon Books    watercolor   11” x 7¼”   1959

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum
Gift of Everett Raymond Kinstler

”Fugitives Canyon”
Ranch Romances    1715/16” x 1313/16”   1957

pen, brush & ink

Untitled
Avon Publications    14¼” x 111/16”   1957

pen, brush & ink

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum, Gifts of Everett Raymond Kinstler
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”Rufe Kerchelli” and ”My Brother Wears A Badge”   19” x 15⅛”   1955
pen, brush & ink

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum, Gift of Everett Raymond Kinstler Untitled
Pulp Magazine   pen & ink   15” x 14¼”   1947

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum, Gift of Everett Raymond Kinstler
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”Three Musketeers” 
Real Magazine   oil   15⅛” x 17¼”  1959

Collection of the National Cowboy 
& Western Heritage Museum, 

Gift of Everett Raymond Kinstler
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”Happy Valley”
pen, brush & ink   14⅞” x 19” 

”O’Malley’s Wife”
pen, brush & ink    14⅞” x 10½”

Ranch Romances 1960
Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum, Gifts of Everett Raymond Kinstler

Forrest E. Mars, Jr.
charcoal    13” x 10”   1957

Collection of Forrest E. Mars, Jr.
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Flowering Cactus
oil on canvas   30” x 24”   1970

Collection of Ernest and Anna Steiner

John Clymer
oil on canvas   27” X 22”  1977

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum
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Life study for portrait of John Wayne
oil on canvas   24” x 32”  1978

Private collection

Facing Page is the final portrait of John Wayne
oil on canvas   46” x 36”  1978

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum
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Roy Rogers and Dale Evans
oil on canvas   40” x 42”  1978

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum

Everett Shaw
oil on canvas  44” x 34”  1980

National Cowboy Rodeo Hall of Fame
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Tom Lovell
oil on canvas   30”x 24”  1980

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum
Robert C. Norris 

oil on canvas    44  x 34”   1980
Collection of Robert C. Norris
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Katharine Hepburn 
pencil drawing from life   10” x 8”  1982

Collection of the artist
Wayne Rumley

oil on canvas    36” x 38”   1983 
Private collection
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Peter Cox
oil on canvas   54” x 60”  1984

Collection of the artist Forrest E. Mars, Sr.
oil on canvas   44” x 36”  1986
Collection of Forrest E. Mars, Jr.
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Tom Wolfe
oil on canvas

50” x 27”  1987
Collection of

the artist

Donald Teague
oil on canvas   27” x 22”  1983

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum
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Morning
oil on canvas   34” x 44”  1990

Collection of Katherine Kinstler Fuertes and Dana Kinstler Standefer
Reflections

oil on canvas  40” x 46”  1990
Collection of Peggy Kinstler
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Ronald Reagan
oil on canvas   48” x 35”  1992

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum

Study for the Ronald Reagan portrait
oil on canvas    20” x 9”  and  20” x 16”   1991

Collection of the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum
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Reflections of Portugal
oil on canvas   44” x 54”    1998 

Collection of Nedra Matteucci Gallery, Santa Fe, New Mexico Darracott Vaughan, MD
oil on canvas   46” x 36”  1998

Collection of New York Presbyterian Weill Cornell Medical Center, New York 
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Movies – The Westerns
oil on canvas  32 x 44”  2010

Collection of the artist

Alan K. Simpson, U. S. Senator
oil on canvas   40” x 44”   2012

Commissioned in honor of Alan K. Simpson by his fellow trustees, advisors, and friends, 
with thanks for his many years of service as Chairman of the Buffalo Bill Historical 
Center.  Courtesy of the Buffalo Bill Center of the West, Cody, Wyoming, U.S.A.
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The Entertainer
oil on canvas   24” x 20”  2014

Collection of the artist
Movies – Before Color

oil on canvas   45” x 42”   2014
Collection of the artist
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The Man From Carmel
oil on canvas   28” x 24”   2014

Collection of the artist
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